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1 . INTRODUCTION AND FORMULATION OF RESULTS 
Cyclic and Hochschild homologies HC*(X) and HH+(X) of a topological space 
X have appeared to be subject of wide interest since the papers of D. Burghelea 
[5], D. Burghelea and Z. Fiedorowicz [6], T. Goodwillie [12] were published. Since 
then many papers on this theme have been written, e.g. [11], [15], [22], [23]. Since 
HH+(X) can be identified to H*(XS ) (the homology of a free loop space Xs ) and 
HC+(X) to the homology of the associated bundle ESl X51 Xs [12], cyclic and 
Hochschild homologies provide a powerful technique for studying a free loop space 
(see e.g. [15]). It should be mentioned that the investigation of various topological 
invariants of Xs is very important in view of their role in mathematical physics 
[27]. Let us note also the papers on cyclic and Hochschild homologies of algebras, 
on k-formality and other topological applications [11], [7]-[9], [23]—[26]. 
In spite of the above mentioned facts there were few papers explicitly calculating 
HH+(X) and HC+(X) for a given topological space X. In [22] these calculations 
were done for any topological space X such that its cohomology algebra H*(Ar) is a 
t runcated polynomial algebra of one variable. 
Later R. Krasauskas [19] calculated HC+(X) for the complex quadric and complex 
Grassmannian Gr (2 ,m) = U(m)/U(2) x U(m — 2) provided m ^ 6. 
The author 's intention when writing this paper was to demonstrate a certain ap-
proach to obtain HH+(M) in a general case of homogeneous spaces M — G/H 
of compact Lie groups. The results of the work permit us to calculate effectively 
HH*(M) when M = G/H is a so called Cartan pair [21]. Note that Cartan pairs 
constitute a wide and important class of homogeneous spaces which covers e.g. all ho-
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rnogeneous spaces of maximal rank (rank(G) = rank(H)), all symmetric Riemannian 
spaces [17], flag manifolds [18] and some other important classes. 
The importance of calculating HH*(M) comes also from the fact that there exist 
"Connes long exact sequences" 
(1) . . . — HH*(X, k) — HC*(X, k) -> Ha_2(K, ib) — HH—X(X> *) — . . . , 
(2) . . . -> HH*(X, k) -> HC*(X, k) — HC*+2(X, k) -+ HH*+l(X, * ) - • . . . 
((1) for homology and (2) for cohomology). These sequences show that HH+(X) is 
a "step" in the calculation of HC*(X). The results obtained in this article about 
HH+(X) and (1), (2) are applied to obtain new results in calculating a cyclic ho-
mology of certain topological spaces, namely, we prove a theorem that is a direct 
generalization of theorems of M. Vigue-Poirrier and D. Burghelea [22] and calculates 
HC*(X) when X is any topological space with the cohomology algebra 
iV'(*,Q) = Q[X,, * - ] / ( / ! , / 2 ) 
where Q[Ki, X2] denotes the polynomial algebra of two variables and f i , f2 are poly-
nomials forming a regular sequence. Here and everywhere below the symbol (fi, f2) 
denotes the ideal generated by f\ and !2. The paper presents also new examples of 
calculation of HC+(M) for certain compact Riemannian symmetric spaces. 
Let us formulate the main results of the paper (the appropriate definitions and 
explanations are contained in the next section, but we try to use the traditional 
terminology and notation). As usual, for a graded vector space V its Poincare 
polynomial will be denoted by Py(t). 
T h e o r e m 1. Let M = G/H be a simply connected compact homogeneous space 
generated by a Cartan pair (G, II). 
(i) Then its Cartan algebra is quasiisomorphic to the graded commutative algebra 
(C, d) of the form 
(C\d)= ( Q [ N i , . . . , K J ® A ( y i , . . . , "„),</), 
d(X,-) = 0, i = l , . . . , « , deg(Nx) = 2k,, kt ^ 1, s = rank(H), 
( 3 ) d(yj) = fj(Xu...,X9), j = l , . . . , s , d e g ( W ) = 2 / i - l l 0 > 1, 
d(yk) = 0, fc = s + l , . . . , n , deg(yfc) = 2lk - 1, /* ^ 1, n = rank(G). 
(ii) Introduce the graded differential algebra of the form 
A = Q [ X i , . . . , X , ] ® A ( x i , . . . , * , ) 
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where A(x i , . . . , xs) denotes the exterior algebra over the vector space with the base 
x\, ..., xs of the degrees deg(xp) = deg(Kp) - 1. Denote 
s 
(4) aj=Y^dfj/dXi®Xi. 
t = i 
Then 
PHH.(M)(t)= n ( i + .
w ' - i ) n ( i - . w ' ) r V 1 - ' 2 ' ^ - 1 
i=5-j-1 i = 1 i = 5 + i 
(5) x { (H(i + ^- i ) ( i - ekrx fta -121*)-1) - (t - i)PB(D(t)} 
«=i j=\ 
where B(L) is a subspace of coboundaries of the graded commutative differential 
algebra (L, d) of the form (L, d) = (A® Q[Yi,..., Ys, y , + 1 , . . . , yn] , d) witii d\A = 0 
andd(V;) = aif t = 1,...,«, d(V}) = 0, j = 5 + 1 , . . . , n, deg(yp) = deg(t/p) - 1. 
R e m a r k . The numbers 2&t, 2/; — 1 can be effectively calculated [13]. Explicit 
calculations for various G and H can be found in [10], [2], [3], [13]. Formula (5) 
shows that the problem of calculating P//if(M)(0 -s reduced to an algebraic one 
of calculating a subalgebra of coboundaries B(L). Theorem 2 of the present paper 
shows that the explicit calculations in certain cases are possible, namely, we apply 
Theorem 1 to calculations of a cyclic homology. Observe also that the algebra L is a 
free algebra of simpler form then the initial algebra used for calculation of PHH*(M)(0 
in [22]. 
Theorem 2. Let M be any simply connected topological space satisfying the 
condition: 
the cohomology algebra of M is a commutative algebra of the form 
(6) 7 /* (M 1 Q)~Q[X 1 ,X 2 ] / ( / 1 , / 2 ) , 
where f\ and fi are polynomials forming a regular sequence. 
Then the Poincare polynomial for the cyclic homology of M is determined by the 
formulae 
(7) PHc(t) = (t + l )P*c f o ) (0 + (f
1 + l)Pnch)(t) 
(8) P„c-o)(0 = l / ( l - <
2 ) - PHch)(t) = t
2k^k^PH.{M)(t)/f[(l-t
2>>) 
i = i 
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where 2k\, 2ki, 2/i — 1, 2/2 — 1 are the degrees of the even or odd generators of the 
minimal model of M, respectively. 
Theorem 3. Compact simply connected Riemannian symmetric spaces 
Mx = Sp(3)/U(3), M2 = AdEe/T
1 • Spin(lO), 
M3 = E7/SU(2) • Spin(12), M4 = FA/SU(2) x Sp(3), 
M5 = Sp(m)/Sp(2) x Sp(m - 2) 
satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2. 
Corollary (example of explicit calculation). Poincare polynomials for cyclic ho-
mologies of M\ and Mi from Theorem 3 are determined by the formula (8) where 
the exact expressions for PHC* (i) are of the form 
(9) (A/x) P„ch)(t) = <
12/((1 - <2)(1 - <6)), 
(10) (M2) PHch(t) = t
1\l + t2 + t4 + ... + t16) 
(l + <8 + « 1 6 ) / ( ( l - < 4 ) ( l - < 6 ) ) . 
R e m a r k . (1) When the present paper was under consideration in the journal, 
the paper [28] of mine appeared, where a weaker version of Theorem 2 was proved, 
namely formula (7) was obtained and the summand Pj/c* (0 was expressed by 
means of the Hochschild homology. 
(2) Everywhere in the paper we consider Poincare polynomials, but sometimes 
for brevity we use the words "homology" or "cohomology". Nevertheless we do not 
consider the algebra structure on HH*(M). 
A c k n o w l e d g e m e n t . The author is grateful to Professor Yu. Solovyov for 
many discussions on cyclic homology. He is also indebted to Professor M. Vigue-
Poirrier and to the referee for many valuable comments which improved the contents 
of the paper. 
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2 . PRELIMINARIES 
Everywhere in the paper we use the independent numbering of formulae. The 
cross-references are used in doubled form, the first number being the number of the 
section. 
We consider the category k-ADG^ of differential k-algebras, N-graded, associa-
tive and commutative in the graded sense (see [20]) over the field k of zero char-
acteristics (in most cases k = Q) and of a finite type. If (A,d) G k-ADG(c), then 
H*(A,d) denotes its cohomology algebra. If V is any graded vector space with the 
grading 
then the degree of a homogeneous element v G V is denoted by deg(i>). We use the 
symbol Pv(t) for the Poincare polynomial of V. The definitions of the cyclic and 
Hochschild homologies of (A,d) G k-ADG^ (HH+(A,d), HC+(A,d)) can be found 
in [5]. We reproduce here only the definition of the Hochschild and cyclic homologies 
of a topological space X. Denote by MX the Moore loop space on X [1], and by 
C+(MX) its algebra of singular fc-chains. 
Definition 1 ([5], [12]). Put by definition 
HH+(X) = HH*(C*(MX)), HC*(X) = HC.(Cm(MXJ) 
and call HH+(X) and HC+(X) respectively the Hochschild and the cyclic homology 
of the topological space X. 
Now let us recall some facts connected with the cohomology of homogeneous 
spaces. Let G be a compact connected Lie group, H its closed subgroup. Every-
where below the Lie algebras of Lie groups G, H, ... are denoted by the corresponding 
Gothic letters 0 , S), . . . . Let W ^ GL(V) be a discrete subgroup of GL(V) gen-
erated by reflections. Let k[V] denote the symmetric algebra over the vector space 
V. Consider the extension of VV-action on k[V] and denote the ring of PV-invariants 
by fc[V]*v. In particular, consider the maximal torus T of a Lie group G, its Weyl 
group W(G, T) and the algebra 
(here T Q denotes the Q-structure on X, that is T Q = {v (E 1 c , a(v) G Q, for any 
root a G root system H(0c,Tc)}). The well-known Chevalley theorem implies 
(1) Q[iQr(o'T)-*Q[/i ,...,/„] 
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where / , are the algebraically independent generators. Consider the homogeneous 
space G/H and choose the maximal tori T and T' in G and H in such a way that 
T' C T. Consider also the algebra of invariants 
(Biy '̂-Qlfi 4 
Denote by A(V) the exterior algebra over the vector space V. If the base i i , . . . , i j t 
is chosen, we use also the notation A(xi , . . . , x*). If V is a graded vector space the 
vectors x, have odd degrees deg(xt) = 2/, — 1. As usual A*(V) denotes the subspace 
of all the elements of degree k. 
It is well-know that 
i T ( G ) - A ( x i , . . . , x n ) , n = rank(G), 
where x, are the primitive elements in H*(G). 
Definition 2. The algebra ( C , d') E Q-ADG(c) of the form 
(2) (C',d')= ( Q [ X / Q r ^
T / ) 0 A ( x 1 , . . . , x n ) , ( i ) 
d(u) = 0 for any u 6 Q P T Q ] ^ " ' 7 ^ 
(3) d(xi) = fi\T = fi(u1,...yus) 
where /i (i = 1, ..., n = rank(G)) are defined by (1), is called a Cartan algebra of 
the homogeneous space G/H. 
R e m a r k 1. To obtain the above definition in the form (2)-(3) it is enough to 
combine isomorphisms in [13, p. 565] and the definition of Koszul's complex in [13, 
p. 420]. 
R e m a r k 2. It was proved in [2, 13] that 
H*(M,Q)~H*(C',d') 
if M = G/H with a reductive Lie group G. 
The main object of study in the paper is the class of Cartan pairs. Let us in-
troduce the appropriate definitions. Everywhere below for the ring of polynomials 
Q [ K i , . . . , Xn] of variables X\, . . . , Xn we shall denote by the symbol (f\,..., /j) the 
ideal generated by polynomials f \ , . . . , //. 
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Definition 3. A graded differential algebra (C',df) E Q-_4L>G(C) of the form 
(2)-(3) is called normal if / , £ Q[«i,. •., u9] satisfy the conditions: (i) there exists 
a sequence fu . . . , /* (k ^ s) such that ( / i , . . . , / « ) = (A, . . . , /* ) and for any 
q € Q[t/ i , . . . ,« ,] the implication 
(4) q fi E ( / i , . • •, fi-i) => 4. € ( A , . . . , / . - i ) , t ^ k 
is valid (it means that the sequence / i , ..., / , is regular), (ii) the elements / i , . . . , 
/ , are decomposable, that is /, are polynomials of only such variables tij, for which 
deg(uj) ^ deg(x,). 
Definition 4. A homogeneous space G/H of a compact Lie group G is said to 
be generated by a Cartan pair (G, H) if its Cartan algebra (2)-(3) is normal in the 
sense of Definition 3. 
R e m a r k 3. We use the above definition in the form proposed by P. Rashevskii 
[21]. 
Proposition 1 [13]. (i) Any compact homogeneous space G/H of maximal rank 
((rank(G) = rank(H)) is generated by a Cartan pair. 
(ii) Any compact Riemannian symmetric space G/H is generated by a Cartan 
pair. 
Let (G, H) be a Cartan pair, n = rank(G), s = rank(H) and let H*(M, Q) be 
the cohomology algebra of M = G/H with rational coefficients. According to Def-
inition 2 the Cartan algebra of M is defined by (2). According to Definition 3 /, 
from (2)-(3) satisfy (4). It is well-known [2, 21] that any graded differential algebra 
satisfying (2)-(4) is quasiisomorphic to the algebra (G, d) 6 Q-_4DG(C) of the form 
(C, d) = (Q[K! , . . . , Xs] ® A(yi , . . . , jfo), d), 
<*(*,•) = 0, i = l , . . . , * , deg(K,) = 2*,-, 
(5) 
d(yj) = fj(Xu...,Xs)} j = l , . . . , 5 , deg(yi) = 2 / i - l , 
d(yj) = 0, j = s + 1 , . . . , n, d e g ^ ) = 2/, - 1 
(the derivation d has the degree (+1)). 
R e m a r k 4, Recall that two graded differential algebras are quasiisomorphic if 
there exists a homomorphism between them inducing an isomorphism in cohomology. 
Introduce the Poincare polynomials 
PG(t) = (l + t
21*-1) . . . (1 + * 2 1 - - 1 ) , 
Pif(0 = 0 + <2*1"1)-.-(i + «2*'"1) 
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and recall tha t [2], [13] 
(6) PH.{M)(t) = f[((l-t»>)/(l-t
2k>))- f [ (1 + t21'-1). 
Let us recall certain facts from rational homotopy theory, referring to [14], [20] for 
details . Recall tha t a graded differential algebra (0)1, d) is called minimal if QJt is a 
free graded commutative algebra satisfying the conditions 
SM = Ar[VVeven] ® A(VVodd), 
(a) W = © a € j Wa (I is an ordered set); 
(b) each of the spaces Wa consists of homogeneous elements; 
(c) for any a G I, d(Wa) C S(@p<a VV̂ ) 
(S(K) denotes the subalgebra generated by K). 
D e f i n i t i o n 5 ([14], [20]). (i) Let (A,d) G k-ADG(cy A minimal algebra (9JlA, D) 
is said to be the minimal model of (A, d) if there exists a homomorphism of graded 
differential algebras g: (VJlA, D) —* (A,d) inducing isomorphism in the cohomology 
Q*:H*(<BlMD)-+H*(A,d). 
(ii) Let X be a topological space, let J4Q : /C —> Q--4DG(C) be a functor from the 
category K of simplicial sets to the category Q-ADG(C) constructed in [20] ( that 
is, satisfying the simplicial de Rham theorem) . The minimal model of the algebra 
AQ(S+(X)) G Q - - 4 D G ( C ) is called the minimal model of a topological space X and 
is denoted by 
OTX = fmAQis.(x)). 
Here S+(X) is a simplicial set of all singular simplices of X. 
3. P R O O F OF T H E O R E M 1 
L e m m a 1. Let M = GjH where (C, H) is a Car tan pair. Then there exists an 
isomorphism of graded differential algebras 
(1) (DJlM,d)~{C,d) 
where (C, d) is defined by (2.5) and the polynomials / i , . . . , fs are defined by (2.3). 
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P r o o f . It is well-known (e.g. see [2], [21]) tha t 
i T ( M , Q ) - (Q[* i - •• -, * / ] / ( / i , • • • , / . ) ) ® A ( y , + 1 , . . .,yn) 
where / i , . . . , fs are the first s polynomials among / i , . . . , /„ in (2.3). As (G, H) 
is a Cartan pair, the ideal ( / i , . . . , / , ) satisfies the conditions of Definition 3 , which 
means that ( / i , . . . , / « ) is the so called "Borel's ideal" (see [4]). Note that in fact 
our construction corresponds to replacing a Cartan algebra of G/H by the algebra 
(C,d) e Q-v4DG(c) of the form (2 .2)-(2 .3) with the only change d(ys+l) = d(ys+2) = 
. . . = d(yn) = 0. Here we have changed the notation for our convenience: X{ is 
denoted by y,, u, is denoted by X,-. Now it is enough to repeat the argument of 
[4] (§ 16) to obtain the desired isomorphism (1) (y5+i, . . . , yn do not play a role). 
Lemma 1 is proved. • 
R e m a r k . In the case of homogeneous spaces it is possible to give an easier 
proof. Evidently, (G, d) is minimal and there exists a quasiisomorphism from (G, d) 
to the complex of de Rham forms on G/H (see [10], prop . V .4) . Nevertheless, the 
author feels that the application of the Bousfield and Guggenheim result may be 
useful in other situations as well. 
Now let us reproduce the formulation of a certain result of M. Vigue-Poirrier and 
D . Burghelea [22] used in our considerations. We introduce the following notation. 
For a given graded vector space V = © t > 2 K define V,- = K+i and V = 0 t > i V,-. 
Let 
A(V) = ( g ) A ( K ) 
t 
where A(K) denotes either k[Vi] when i is even or the exterior algebra when i is odd. 
Define the derivation 
(2) /?: A (V) 0 A(V) - • A(V) 0 A(V) 
by the equalities 
(5(v) = v, p(v) = 0, v e V, v e v. 
Introduce differential algebras 
(H,6)=(A(V)®A(V),6), 
(3) 6(v) = d(v), 6(v) = -P(d(v)), v£V,v€V 
and 
(B,6) = (k[Z]® A(V) ® A(V),6), 
(4) 6(Z) = 0, 6(u) = 6(u) + Z • /?(«), u e A(V) ® A(V) 
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where Z is a new generator of degree 2. 
The lemma below is a reformulation of the Vigue-Poirrier and Burghelea result 
[22]. 




(C,*) = (Q[ .X- 1 , . . . ,X, ]®A(x 1 , . . . ,* , )®A(» 1 . . . . ,y„)®Q[y 1 , . . . ,y n ] , t f ) , 
rf(X.) = £(*,•) = 0, i = l , . . . , - , 
*(«,) = / , - (*x , • • • , * . ) , i = i , . . . , « , 
W i ) = tidfj/dXi) ® *,, i = 1 , . . . , s, 
i = l 
5(Y,) = 0, i = « + l , . . . , n . 
(ii) 
HC*(M) = H*(R,T)) 
where 
(H,77) = Q[Z]®C,r7), 
r/(Z) = n(x{) = 0, i = l , . . . , s , 
r;(Kt) = Z ® x,-, t = l , . . . , s , 
»/(%) = /;» i = I,-- . ,*, 
?(ty=£(0/;/3*.-)®*-
1 = 1 
and the degrees of the free generators Kt, # t, V}, uj are defined by the equalities 
deg(xi) = deg(Xi) - 1, deg(Y,) = deg(W) - 1. 
P r o o f . The known result of [22] shows that if (9flM, D) ~ (A(V) ,d) , then 
HH*(M)~iT(W,8), 
HC*(M)~H*(j3,6) 
where (7i,6) and (#, £) are defined by (3), (4). Using Lemma 1 one obtains 
(DJlM, D) ~ (C, </) since (C, H) is a Cartan pair. Introducing the convenient for 
us notation xt instead of Kt and Yj instead of yj one quickly obtains H = C, B = R 
and the assertions (i), (ii) of Lemma 2. Lemma 2 is proved. • 
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Consider subalgebras C1 C C, C2 C C of the form 
d = Q[ .X 1 , . . . ,X, ]®A(yi , . . . ,y„) , 
C2 = Q [ K 1 , . . . , K 5 ] ® A ( x 1 , . . . , x 5 ) ® Q [ y 1 , . . . , y n ] . 
Formulae (i) of Lemma 2 show that 6(Ci) C C1} 6(C2) C C2 and therefore it is 
possible to construct the tensor product of graded differential algebras 
(R, rj) = (Ci, * |C l) ® (C2, * | C a ) , ( 5 , 0 = (Q[*i, • • -,X,],0) ® (C,6). 
Lemma 3. The following equality is valid: 
(5) Pn-(R)(t) = PH.(S)(t). 
P r o o f . Let c be a generator of R of the form 
c = Xkl . ..Xk' ® yh A . . . A yj, ® X*'
1 .. .X*1 ® ar,-. A . . . A xir ® Y/
1 . . . Y„'". 
Then, evidently, 
IJ(C) = Xkl .. .Xk- ® ( ± £ / i t ® yh A . . . A yik A .. .yjt) ® x\'
1 ... 
...Xik'-®xilA...A xir ® Y/
1 . . . Y/." + 
+ ( - l ) a + 6 X { : ' . . .Xk' ® W l A . . . A Wl ® Xi
1 . ..X?' ® x,, A . . . 
•• -xir® (J2l, .(UdfJdXp)®xp)Y{> ...Y]--
1 ...Y'A 
x q p ' 
where a = deg(yjl A . . . A t/j,), 6 = deg(xtl A . . . A x t r) and ~ denotes the absence of 
the element. Considering the element cf G S of the form 
c' = Xf1 ...Xks> ® Xf
; . . .X*'* ® x t l A . . . A x i r ® yh A . . . A Vjl A Y/
1 . . . Y^ 
one can easily verify, using the definition of £ and anticommutativity of X{ and t/j 
that 77(c) = £(cf) as polynomials (note that R ~ S as graded polynomial algebras). 
As usual, denote for any cochain complex Ii the subspace of o-dimensional cochains 
by Kq, the subspace of cocycles by Zq(K) and the subspace of coboundaries by 
Bq(K). The equality r)(c') = 77(c) shows that dimH*(S) = d\mBq(R). Using this 
equality and the evident formula 
dimHHIO = dimtf« - dimH*+1(K) - dimB*(K) 
one obtains (5). D 
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Lemma 4. The following formula is valid: 
(6) PHH^m = n (i+1*>-1) • n o -12,>) • p*.(c,)(o-
i=»+i i=i 
P r o o f . The equality (R,ti) = (d,<*|C i) ® (o2,*|C2) implies 
(7) IVW(0 = ^ ( O W ' IV(C2)(0 = IV(M)(<) • IV(c.)(0 
since (Ci,6~|c ) is quasiisomorphic to Cartan algebra of G/H. Analogously 
(8) IV(S)(<) = IV(C)(0/(1 - t
2k>)... (1 - t2fc')-
Then Lemmas 2, 3, equalities (7), (8) and (2.6) imply (6). • 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 1. (i) See formula (2.5) and the remark before, (ii) 
According to Lemma 4 
Iw(Ao(o= n (i+t
2i*-i)-jj(i-t™^-pH.lc,)w 
j=5+l j = l 
where 
C2 = Q[A ' 1 , . . . ,X , ]®A(x l j . . . , a : , )®Q[y 1 , . . . i y n ] , 
6(Xi) = <$(xt) = 0, i = l , . . . , s , 
*W) = - t(9fi/dXj) ®xif «(yf+1) = ... = «(yn) = o. 
i = i 
Thus C2 can be represented in the form 
(ca)«) = (M)®(Q[yf+1,...,yB],o) 
where L is of the form satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1 for 8 instead of d and 
A = Q[X\,..., X,] ® A(xx,..., xs). Then evidently 
PH-(c2)(t) = PH-(L)(t)/ ft ( l " *
2 l i ) 
' j=*+ i 
= (PL(t)-t.pBiL)(t)-pBiL)(t))/ ft a -«
2 , i ) . 
' j=*+ i 
Now, substituting the evident expression of PL(£) into the above formulae for 
PHH*(M)(t) one obtains (1.5). • 
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4 . CYCLIC HOMOLOGY (PROOFS OF THEOREMS 2, 3) 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 2 . As 
H*(M,Q) = q[Xi,X2]/(h,f2) 
with the regular sequence f i , f2 the well-known result of Bousfield and Guggenheim 
[4] implies 
(1) (mM,D)=(Q[Xi,X2]®A(yi,y2)), 
D(Xi) = D(X2) = 0, 
D(yi) = fi(XuX2), j = l ,2 
where fj are homogeneous polynomials. Note that (1) implies VJIM to be the same 
as in Theorem 1. This observation allows us to use all the previous calculations. 
Consider (C, 6) and (R, f]) as in Lemma 2. In our special case 
(C,~6)=(q[Xi,X2,Y1,Y2]®A(x1,x2,yi,y2),6), 
~6(Xi) = 6(Xi) = 0, * = 1,2, 
6(Yi) = -((dfi/dXi)® X! + (dfi/8X2) ® x2), j = 1,2, 
6(Vi) = fi(Xi,X2), j = 1,2. 
Applying [16] it is easy to obtain 
HH*(M) = H*(C,6), 
HC(M) = H*(R,6) 
where 
C = Q[^ i , X2, Y,, Y2] ® A(xi, x2)/F, 
F=(6(Vi),Hv2))cC 
and a similar trick is applied to construct R. 
Use the following results from [22]: 
1) there exists a short exact sequence 
(2) 0 - " + H ^ H - ^ C - > 0 
where S(r) = Z • r for any r E R, i: R —+ C is a natural projection (recall that 
R = Q[Z]®C); 
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2) there exists an associated long exact sequence 
(3) ... -> HH*+1 A HC* A HC*+2 i> HH*+2 -> . . . 
where B([y\) = [l ® P(y)] for cohomology classes [y] G H*(C,6), [l ® /%) ] G 
H*(R,r)). It is easy to verify that B' = I o S has the degree ( -1) and {B'f = 0. 
• 
R e m a r k . The lemma below is due to R. Krasauskas. As the lemma was proved 
in his Ph.D. thesis [19] and may be not available for the reader, we briefly outline 
the proof. 
Lemma 5 (R. Krasauskas [19]). There exists an exact sequence 
(4) 0 — imJ / imJ 2 -?> H*(HH*,B') ±ker J C\im J -+ 0 
for the mappings a, b defined by the formulae 
(5) a([j(x)}) = [I(x)}, b([y])=B(y). 
S k e t c h of the proof. The correctness of (5) can be verified directly. The 
mapping a is a monomorphism, because if I(x) = I • B(y), then l(x — B(y)) = 0 
and there exists z such that x — B{y) = J(z). Thus J{x) = J2(z) and [J(x)] = 0 
in i m J / i m J 2 . The sequence (4) is exact, because (b • a)([J(#)]) = B • l{x) = 0 
and those y for which B{y) = 0 can be represented in the form y = I{x) and thus 
y — a([J(x)]) . The mapping 6 is epimorphic, because the condition z G ker JOimJ 
implies the existence of y such that z = B{y) and I • B{y) = I(z) = 0. Lemma 5 is 
proved. • 
Consider now the usual construction of reduced cohomologies HH and HC . It 
is easy to verify that 
(6) M * = Q 0 HH*, HC* S Q[Z] 0 HC*. 
R e m a r k . In (3)-(6) and in several cases below we use the notation HH* instead 
of HH*(M) to avoid clumsy formulae. 
Lemma 6 ([23]). For the reduced version of the exact sequence (4) the operator 
J is nilpotent. 
Consider the decomposition 
(7) c = Co e Ci e c 2 
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where C2 is generated by all the monomials containing the expression x\ A x2l C\ is 
generated by the monomials of odd degrees and Co is generated by the monomials 
of even degrees which do not contain x\ Ax2. The direct calculation shows that the 
following formulae hold: 
(8) /?(.Xm+1.XJ ® YSl • y2
52 ® x2) = (m + l ) X
m X J ® YSl • Y2
52 ®x\A x2, 
p(x™x%+1 ®y/ 1 • y2
52®xi) = (n + i )X r^2 ® y r *y252®^iAx2. 
Put 
z = x™+lx%®Y1
Si - y 2
2 ( 8 ) x 2 , tD = Kj
nK^+1(8)y1
51 . y 2
f a ® x i . 
Note that fj from the definition of (C, 6) are homogeneous polynomials and fj G F. 
Therefore 
fj = E "1*1*2 , deg(K!) = *!, deg(K2) = *2. 
/ .Vi+t*a=<-eg(/j) 
Calculating directly dfj/dX\, dfj/dX2 one can verify the formula 
8(k\z + k2tv) = 
= E * ; - * i m * 2 n ( d e g ( / ; ) - E ^ ^ 
j 
(t = l,2, i = 1,2) 
in C since 
On the other hand, comparing (8) and the above equality it is easy to notice that 
the mapping 
(9) B':HHlx)^HH{ (2) 
is epimorphic since B' ([z]) = [f3(z)] (here and everywhere below we denote by 
HH/V and HCfa the submodules in HH* and HC*, respectively, corresponding to 
the decomposition (7). Using Lemma 6 and (9) one obtains 
imJnHC (*2 ) = 0. 
This equality shows that 
(10) I:HC{2)~HH{2) 
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is an isomorphism. The exactness of (4) and Lemma 6 imply HC<0\ = 0 and therefore 
(11) Hq0) = Q[Z]. 
Consider the decomposition (7) for R and introduce the complex of graded modules 
0 -> R0 i Ri i P2 — 0. 
It can be evidently derived from the definition of 7?o, R\) I?2 that the Euler charac-
teristics x(R) of the above complex equals zero: x(R) — 0 since in any dimension 
P 
dim I?o + dim Rp2 = dim R\. 
The equality x(R) = 0 and (10), (11) imply 
ftrcfl)=.--^c?.)(0 + - -
1 . P f f c & ) ( 0 
- ^ ' / ( i - ^ + r ' - P H ^ W -
Formula (12) shows that it remains to calculate PHH* (0- RecaU that H H?2^ has 
been obtained from C2 . The proofs of Lemmas 2-4 show that it is enough to apply 
the arguments of the above lemmas to subalgebras 
(R2,r1) = (Ci,8\Ci)®(C2i2),8\C2(2)) 
and 
(S2,O=HXi,X2],0)®(C2{2),6) 
(here "(2)" denotes the component generated by the elements containing x\ A x2). 
The appropriate subalgebra A from Theorem 1 (we apply it to HIL*2p as in our case 
all the calculations are the same and depend only on the form of the minimal model) 
will be of the form 
-4 = Q[.Xi,X2]®A2(xi,x2) 
and therefore evidently 
A — Ann(ai, a2). 




i = \ 
and (1.7)—(1.8) are proved (taking into consideration (12)). 
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P r o o f of T h e o r e m 3 . Each of the cases is considered separately but the 
calculations do not differ essentially, therefore we reproduce them only in the cases 
corresponding to Corollary. 
Consider the case M = Sp(3)/U(3). According to [3] 
H*(M,Q) = S(xl,x2,x2)IS
+(x\,x\,xl) 
where S(x\, £2, X3) denotes the algebra of all symmetric polynomials of the variables 
#i, ^2, £3, S+(x\,x\,X2) denotes the ideal generated by the symmetric polynomials 
of positive degree, that is 
(13) H*(M, Q) = Q[(7i, 0-2, a3]/(a\, a2, <72) 
where <Ti are the elementary symmetric polynomials of the variables £;, while aj are 
those of the variables xj. By direct computation one obtains 
a3 — ^3 , 0~2 — ^2 + 2(73 • <J\, ax = (f\ -f 2(72 
and therefore it is easy to notice that the factor algebra (13) has two generators 
u = 7i(o*i), v = K(OZ) (K: Q[<TI, <72, (T3] —• H*(M, Q) being a natural projection). 
Thus 
H*(MiQ)~<l[Xl,X2]/(fi,f2) 
as M is a homogeneous space of maximal rank. Then Theorem 2 implies 
Pnch)(t) = PH.(M)(t) • t
2k^k^/H(l - t2>>). 
3 
According to (2.6) 
PH'(M)(t) = (l + t2)(l+t4)(l + t6). 
Isomorphism (13) shows that (9JIM,D) can be calculated by a theorem of Bousfield 
and Guggenheim [4], § 16 and 2/i = 8, 2/2 = 12, 2fci = 4, 2k2 = 6. Then 
PncU)(t) = PHHh)(t) = <
12/((1 - t2)(l - <6)) 
and (1.9) is proved. 
In the case M = Ad EQ/T1 • Spin(lO) we restrict ourselves to the proof of the 
isomorphism H*(M, Q) ~ Q[Xi, X2]/(/i, /2)- Note that M is generated by a Cartan 
pair according to Proposition 1. Thus its minimal model is defined by (2.2), (2.3). 




/ 1 = A
2 + A2 + . . . + A2, / 2 = A
5 + A? + . . . + Â  
(14) / 3 = A
6 + A6 + . . . + A6, / 4 = A
8 + A8 + . . . + A8 
/ 5 = A
9 + A? + . . . + A6\ / 6 = A
12 + A12 + . . . + A12 
and A i , . . . , Xe are the weights of the representation Do • As —• GL(V) of minimal 
dimension, (i)A are the weights of the representation 
Ai ± A5 + Ax -U E6 - GL(V) 
(t, j being the natural imbeddings). Analogously 
Q m ^ , T ) ^ Q [ u i ) U 6 ] j 
ui = A, u2 = A
2 + . . . + A2, u3 = A| + . . . + At 
u4 = A
6 + . . . + A6, u5 = A
8 + . . . + A8, u6 = Af + . . . + A .̂ 
(15) 
Observe that (14) and (15) imply that H*(M) has not more than two generators 
while the expression for P//»(M)(0 
/ V ( M ) ( 0 = (i + 1 2 +1* + . . .<16)(1 + t* + <16) 
implies that there are exactly two generators. The proof is completed. • 
R e m a r k . The W(G, T)-invariant polynomials /,- for any compact simple Lie 
group G were calculated by many authors. We have used these calculations in the 
form of [10]. Namely, we consider the linear representation Do of G of minimal 
dimension and denote by Ai, . . . , Am the weights of Do- Then Ai, .. . , Am can be 
regarded as "coordinates" in a Cartan subalgebra X of (5 (they define a vector of X 
in spite of the fact that they may be linearly dependent). Thus fc can be expressed 
as polynomials of variables Ai, .. ., Am. 
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